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A concept of independence of W,*-algebras is developed which is the fermion 
analogue of independence of von Neumann algebras for bosom. For a fermion 
Brownian motion process {A(t), At(t); t E iw + } (D. Applebaum, “Fermion 
Stochastic Calculus,” Ph. D. thesis, University of Nottingham, 1984) and a Markov 
time T= j? 1 d,??(I), it is shown that the process {A(T+ I) - A(T), At(T+ t) - 
Af( T); t E iw + }, whose components are defined as spectral integrals with operator- 
valued integrands as in (R. L. Hudson, J. Funct. Anal. 34 (1979) 266), constitutes a 
new fermion Brownian motion process such that the “pre-T’ and “post-T’ W:- 
algebras are independent. Us 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l] a fermion Brownian motion process (or “Wiener Fermi process”) 
was described axiomatically, in an analogous way to the corresponding 
boson process of [2]. Essentially, fermion Brownian motion may be 
characterized as the family of pairs of annihilation and creation operators 
(&CO, t)), a*(x[O, t))), indexed by the interval iWf = [0, co), in the C.A.R. 
algebra over L2(Iw+), together with a state w on this algebra. 
The state o plays the role of Wiener measure in the sense that finite, dis- 
joint increments of the process are required to be independent and iden- 
tically normally distributed in o with mean zero. These probabilistic 
properties of o are formulated using the Grassmann algebra valued charac- 
teristic element of [3] which is obtained by taking the expectation, in an 
appropriate “superalgebra,” of the analogue of a Weyl operator in the 
C.C.R. algebra. 
The purpose of this paper is the show that, using a definition suitably 
translated into operator-theoretic language, the fermion process satisfies a 
strong Markov property analogous to that of classical Brownian motion, 
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just as the boson process does [4]. Our formulation is along similar lines 
to that of [4], however, there are significant differences between the two 
analyses. As is customary when dealing with fermions, we find it necessary 
to introduce Z,-graded structures. In Section 5, in particular, we find it 
natural to restrict the definition of Markov time to positive self-adjoint 
operators with even spectral family, thus ensuring that the odd parity of 
the fermion Brownian motion process is preserved [ 11. 
A comprehensive discussion of how the definitions herein adopted of 
Markov time and strong Markov property correspond to the classical con- 
cepts may be found in [4]. We do not feel it necessary to repeat these 
arguments here. 
Sections 2 and 4 are adapted versions of material from [ 1 ] in which we 
develop the necessary probabilistic apparaturs with which we carry out our 
investigation. In Section 3 we discuss independence in terms of the W:- 
algebras of [S] which for fermions take over the role of von Neumann 
algebras in the boson theory. 
Section 5 gives an explicit construction as spectral integrals of the 
operators A.(t), Ah(t), for tER+ and T a Markov time. Formally these 
may be written 
Ar(t)=A(T+t)-A(t), A;(t)=A+(T+t)-A+(T) 
where A, = a(x[O, t)) and Ai = u*(x[O, t)). 
We note that due to the boundedness and real-linearity of fermion 
creation and annihilation operators, we may define A,(t) and A;(t) 
directly whereas in the boson case it was necessary to deal with certain 
associated unitary operators. Consequently we find the fermion theory to 
be more straightforward than the bose case. It is instructive to compare 
this work with [4] to see how the lack of boundedness there is perfectly 
compensated by the existence of a total set of factorising vectors in the 
appropriate Hilbert space. 
We adopt the following conventions: 
The underlying field of all algebras discussed herein is taken to be the 
complex numbers C. 
Let A be a *-algebra and for a, b E A 
[a, b] = ah - ba (the commutator) 
ju,b}=ub+bu (the anticommutator). 
The notation a” is used when the proposition in which it occurs holds 
for both a and a*. 
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2. THE CHARACTERISTIC ELEMENT 
Let % be a C*-algebra with identity Z in which, for some n E N, there 
exists a set of elements {a, ,..., a,} satisfying the relations 
{ ai, q> = 0, (a,, u/+} = 6,Z for 1 <i,j<n. (2.1) 
We denote by C, the polynomial *-subalgebra of uzd generated by Z and 
{a,,..., a,} satisfying the relations (2.1). We shall also require the sub- 
algebras C(j) of C, (1 < j < n) each of which is generated by Z and ui 
satisfying 
u; = 0, (u,, uf } = I. (2.2) 
Let G, denote the involutive Grassmann algebra with dual set of 
generators { zl, Z, ,..., z,, Zn} and identity 1, satisfying 
{z,, Zj} = {Zi, Zj} = {Zi, q} =o (2.31 
for 1 d i, j < n, the involution being given by algebraic extension of the map 
zi -+ Zi (1 < i < n) on the generators. For each j (1 6 j d n) we will denote 
by G’.” the involutive Grassmann subalgebra of G, generated by zj, z,, and 
1 G, 
We observe that both G, and C, are naturally Z,-graded algebras as 
internal direct sums of subspaces panned by even and odd polynomials in 
their generators. 
Let $(n) denote the Z,-graded algebraic tensor product G(n) 8 C(n) 
where 0 is the I!,-graded tensor product of Chevalley [6]. 
We define the elements U, Ut, and T in C,(n) by 
and 
Very straightforward computations, using (2.1) and (2.3), establish the 
following: 
[U,T]=[U+,T]=O 
[U, U+]= T. 
(2.4) 
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From (2.3), we find z,? = 5; = 0 (1 < j d n), whence we see that 
u n+l=(,rJt)n+l=y+l=o 
and so we may define elements e”, cut, and eT of C,(n) by the prescrip- 
tions 
u2 
e”=II+ U+F+ ... +$ 
e u+=f+Ut f yz f . . . +o,, 
n! 
and 
T2 T 
eT=Z+ T+F+ ... +z 
where I^ denotes the identity element 1 G 3 I of C,(n). 
Applying the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff ormula in (2.4) we obtain 
eUeUt = eUteUeT. (2.5) 
The element e-u- CJ’ may similarly be defined as a finite exponential 
series in C,(n) and from (2.5) we obtain 
,-L1~U+=,~Ue~U+,~(l/2,T (2.6) 
Let o be a state on U, i.e., a positive, linear functional satisfying 
o(Z) = 1. 
We define the characteristic element of o on C, [3,9] to be the element 
f," of G(n) given by 
f,,=(l.@w)e~UPu+. (2.7) 
We similarly define, for each j (1 6 j < n), the characteristic element of o 
on C(j) to be the element j”ii) of G”’ given by 
f~~)=(loOw)e~Z,~“;~i,~“i. (2.8) 
Motivated by the fermion central limit theorem of [3], we say that o is 
Gaussian on C, whenever 
f, = e y(z*.;[ ,..., in.‘“) (2.9) 
where q(zl, Z ,,..., z,, 5,) is an arbitrary quadratic form in the generators of 
G,. 
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In particular, we say that w is Gaussian with mean zero and variance a2 
wherever (2.9) takes the form 
f, = exp (k a2 i Zjzj) 
j= 1 
(2.10) 
where a2 E [ - 1, 11. 
As an example, we consider the case 
+2=cC’1’=M2(c) 
with 
a=(: b), a*=(: i) 
and o on M2(C) given by 
o(A)=trpA for A E M2(C) 
where 
cos2 8 0 P= 0 sin’% with 9 E [O,rc/2] 
then 
=(l,@o)(Z-zGa*- ZGa 
- ;zZ G a*a - $z $ aa*) 
=l.-+zztrp(a*a)-$ztrp(aa*) 
= 1 G - $z(cos2 9 - sin’ 9) 
=e -(1/2)cos2Biz 
whence w is Gaussian with mean zero and variance cos 2%. 
3. INDEPENDENT W;-ALGEBRAS 
Let H be a complex, separable Hilbert space. Following Davies [5], we 
define a W,*-algebra to be a pair (N, 9) where N is a von Neumann algebra 
in B(H) and 9 is a *-automorphism of N satisfying g2 = 1. N is thus 
naturally HZ-graded by the prescription N = N, 0 NP where N, and N_ 
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are the fixed point spaces of 0 and -8, respectively. We note that N, is a 
von Neumann subalgebra of N. 
Let SE B(H). We define the commutant s” and anticommutant s” of S as 
follows: 
SC= {BEB(H);AB=BA for all AES} 
S”={BeB(H);AB= -BA for ail AES}. 
It is shown in [S] that there exists a unique IV,*-algebra (M, 4) in B(H) 
called the opposed algebra to (N, 0) for which 
M=N;, M, =N”, and lK=N”. 
We write M= Nopp. 
Let $ E H. We define a state wIL on B(H) by the prescription o,(X) = 
(XI), I)) for each XE B(H). (o+(X) . is usually called the expectation of X.) 
We say that the W,*-algebras (N,, O,),..., (N,, 0,) are (stochastically) 
independent in the state w3 if each N,~Nppp (i#j, 1 <i,j<m) and for 
each finite subset {k, ,..., k,} E { l,..., m 1 with X,, E N,, ,..., Xkn E N,” we have 
Now let (H, n, II/) be the triple associated to the pair (U, w) of Section 2 
by the G.N.S. construction. For each (1 <k <n) let Ak,+ (Ak, ) denote the 
weak closure of all even (odd) polynomials in z(ak) and 7t(az). We write 
A,=Ak,+ OAk, . Clearly A, is a von Neumann algebra in B(H). 
Let P, denote the parity operator in A,, i.e., the unique, self-adjoin4 
unitary operator for which 
P,X= XP,, for XEA,., 
and 
P,X= -XPI, for XEA,, 
It is easily verified that the prescription 
e,(x) = P, XP,, for XEA,, 
yields a *-automorphism of period 2 of A, whence (Ak, 0,) is a @-algebra 
(1 <k<n). 
In the sequel we will abuse notation by writing the IV,*-algebra (N, 0) as 
N whenever 19 is conjugation by a parity operator, as above. The main 
result of this section is the following: 
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THEOREM 3.1. The W,*-algebras A, ,..., A,, are independent in the state 
oti if and only if 
.f,=flf’...f$‘. (3.2) 
Proof: It easily verified that each A, = APPP (i # j). Now let us suppose 
that (3.2) holds, then 
(l,@o)exp - i (ZjGa;C+FjGaj) 
i j= I ) 
=jfi, (lG@~)epZ,~“~pf~~ui 
whence by (2.6) 
exp 
= exp 
( 
-; i z/z, g I> 
/=I 
We recall that the set of all finite, Wick ordered (in the sense that Z terms 
always precede z terms) products of generators form a basis for G(n) and 
so are linearly independent. Hence upon expanding the exponential in (3.3) 
we may equate G(n) valued coefficients to obtain o(pj, ... pjm) = 
o(pj,)... o(p,,) where {j ,,..,, j,} c { l,..., n} and for 16 l<m p,, is either 
I, ail, a$, or a,Taj,. 
So, by linearity of w, we deduce that 
w(qj, 9.'9 qjn) = O(q,,) ' ' ' (4jn) 
where each q,,E C”“. Hence, by the G.N.S. construction 
(n(qj,)"'n(qjn)$t II/>= Cn(qjl)ti9 ICI>‘.. <n(4jn)ll/, ICI> (3.4) 
and independence of the W:-algebras now follows by taking limits of both 
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sides of (3.4), since each N,, consists of weak limits of sequences whose 
elements are of the form n(qj,). The converse is trivial. 1 
In [l], the pairs (a,, a:) ,..., (a,, a,*) were said to be independent in the 
state w whenever (3.2) held. We now see that this definition is equivalent to 
that given in terms of @‘,*-algebras nd we will use them interchangeably in 
the sequel. 
4. FERMION BROWNIAN MOTION 
Let rjk denote the canonical *-algebra isomorphism of C”’ into Cck’ for 
which rj,Juj) = uk. We say that the pairs (a,, u,*) and (a,, a:) are identically 
distributed in the state o if o(rj,JXj)) = 0(X,) for each Xje C”‘. 
For each j (1 <j < n), we say that the pair (a,, a,*) is normally distributed 
with mean zero and variance c2 in the state o, whenever 
f(/) = e-w2b2~z, 
w (f&[-l, 11). 
From Theorem 3.1, it is clear that if the pairs (a,, a:),..., (a,, a,*) are 
independent and identically normally distributed in o with mean zero and 
variance c2, then w is a Gaussian state of mean zero and variance cr2 on C, 
and has characteristic element given by (2.10). 
We define a fermion Browniun motion process of mean zero and variance 
g2 on (%, o) to be a map from R+ into @ x @ given by 
t + (4tL A+(t)) 
satisfying the following: 
s ,,(i) For all te R +, ,4(t) and At(t) are mutually adjoint and for all 
+ 
{‘w), A(t)) = 0 
(A(s), A+(t)} = s A t I. 
(ii) A(0) = 0. 
(iii) For each subinterval A = [a, b) of Rt, let (Ad, AL) denote the 
pair (b-a)P1’2(A(b) -A(a)), (b-a)P1/2(At(b)-At(a)), then for arbitrary 
disjoint A I ,..., A,, (n E N) the pairs (Ad,, AL,),..., (Ad,, AlJ are independent 
and identically normally distributed with mean zero and variance a2 in the 
state w. 
Comparison of this with the definition of [2] shows that the 
probabilistic content of these is identical, the only essential distinction 
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being the replacement of the commutator brackets in [2] with anticom- 
mutators here. 
Let g denote the C*-subalgebra of @ generated by {A(t), A’(t); t E Rt } 
and let %(L2(Rt)) denote the C.A.R. C*-algebra over L2(R+), i.e., the C*- 
algebra generated by {a(f), u(g)} =O, {a(f), a*(g)} = (f, g)Z for all 
L gEL2@+). 
It is well known (see, e.g., [7]) that 
ll4f)ll = lkfll for all f~ I,,‘( R+). 
By analogous arguments to those used in Theorem 1 of [2], it is easily 
seen that there is a unique canonical *-isomorphism between 9Y and 
%(,5*(lR’)) for which A(r) is mapped to &CO, t)). In light of this, we will 
without loss of generally take % = %!(L’(R+)) in the sequel. 
Now let Z(L*( R+ )) be fermion Fock space over L2( R + ) and for each 
f~ L2( K? + ) let b(f) denote the Fock annihilation and creation operators, 
respectively. We obtain concrete characterizations [ I] of fermion Brow- 
nian motion of variance 0’ by taking G.N.S. representations of 
(&(L2( R + )), 0) as follows: 
For c-J~= 1, take H=Z(L’(R+)), n(A(r))=b(X[O, t)), n(A+(t))= 
b+(X[O, t)), for each TV R+ and $ be the Fock vacuum vector 
Q=(l,O,O,...). xor a’# 1, tyke H=Z(L2(R+))Of(L2(RW+)), n(A(f\)) = 
cos 8b(X[O, t)) @ I + sin 810 b+(X[O, t)), n(Aj) = cos Bb+(X[O, t)) 0 I + 
sin 813 b(X[O, t)), and $ = Q 06 where 0 is the vacuum vector in 
T(L”[w + )) and 8 E [0,7c/2]. 
For each TV R+, given the direct sum decomposition L2(R ‘) = 
L*( [0, t))@L2( [t, co)), it is well known that there is a canonical 
isomorphism between f(L*(W’)) and Z(L*( [0, t)))@ ZJZ*( [t, co))) which 
allows us to identify the two spaces and maps Q to Q[O, t)@Q[t, co), 
where Q[O, t) and Q[t, co) are the vacuum vectors in Z(L*[O, t)) and 
Z( L* [ t, co )), respectively. 
Hence, as in [4], we obtain a canonical isomorphism from 
w2(~+mw(L20) to f(L2(C0, t)))c3~(L2(C0, N)OW2(Ct, 00))) 
@ Z(L*([t, co))) for which Q@Q is mapped to Q[O, t) @ Q[O, t) 0 
QCt, co) 0 Q[t, 00). 
We summarize these results as follows: for each t E If3 +, let 
H, = z-(L2[0, t)) for a*= 1 
= f(L2( co, l))) 0 mm3)) for a2#1 
H’=f(L*([t, co)) for a2= 1 
=W2(C4 @J)))or(L2(Ct, Go))) for a’#1 
?80'6512-IO 
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$, = NO, t) for f~*= 1 
=Q[O, t)QQ[O, t) for o*#l 
I)‘= Lqt, co) for CJ*= 1 
=Q[t, cc)cgl2[t, co) for a*#1 
We have seen that for each t E R +, there is a canonical isomorphism which 
allows us to write 
for which 
H=H,@H’ (4.1) 
$=$,O$’ (4.2) 
i.e., rj is a factorising vector. 
Let N denote the WF-algebra in B(H), {n(A,), n(Aj); tE [w+ j”, and for 
each AE Rt, let N,, denote the W,*-algebra {x(,4,), x(AI); t<A}” and N,, 
denote the Wf-algebra {n(A t+;.)-x(A2,)? n(Ai+j,)-71(AJ); tE ‘+},,. 
We observe that 
71(A,+~)--71(Ai.)=71(A,+j.-AA;) 
= 44xC0, t + 2)) - 4xC0, n))) 
= 44X[J”, t + A))) 
so N,,= {n(a(x[i, t+i))), n(a+(x[2, t+A))); tE R+}“. 
Now corrzponding to %e decomposition (4.1) we see that 
N;,, c B(H,) @ I and N,, c I @ B(H”) whence N,, c Nyyp. Furthermore 
N,, and N,, are independentin the state otiAfor let A EN,, and BEN,;, 
then we may write A = A, @ I and B= I @ B” where A, E B(H,) and 
B” E B(H’), thus using (4.2) we obtain 
(AB~,~)=((A,~Z)(Z~BB”)~,QICli.,IC,,Q~”) 
= ((A, 8 B’) $,Q$“, $j.Q$“) 
=(A;.*j.QB’rCl~, II/j.O*“) 
= (A>.$>., IC/I.>(B”IC/“, II/“> 
=((A,,~Z)ICI,O~‘:,~j,O~“)((Z~BB”)~j.O~~,~~OIC/’? 
= (All/, ti>(B$t $>. (4.3) 
Note that in the proof of (4.3) we have used the facts that the Fock 
vacuum is a unit vactor and is even with respect to the natural Z,-grading 
of fermion Fock space by odd and even tensor powers [S]. 
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We observe that each wti is an even, quasi-free state, whence by 
Theorem 2.7 of [IO] we deduce that every G.N.S. triple (H, Z7, $) for fer- 
mion Brownian motion is infinitely divisible (this may be verified explicitly 
using the exponential property of fermion Fock space [ 11). 
5. EXISTENCE AND PROPERTIES OF (A., A:) 
We say that a positive, self-adjoint operator T with spectral decom- 
position jr 1, dE(A) is a Murkov time for fermion Brownian motion on 
(B(H), o.+) if each E(A) E Nil,+ forall13.+R+.ThemapII-+X(A)fromR+ 
into N will be called a postvisible process if each X, E N,,. 
The main result of this section is the following 
THEOREM 5.1. Let I. + X(A) be a postvisible process ,for which 
(i) The maps A + X”(A) are continuous in the norm topology on 
B(H). 
(ii) The map A + X(j.) is uniformly bounded, 
then the limits /\rnz li,m 1 X#(Ai)(E(ii) - E(A, i)) (5.1) 
/ 
exist in the strong topology on B(H) where the inner limit is taken over all 
partitions 
A={O=&</2,< “‘<2,-b} of F4 61 
us maxi( A, - A, ~ ,) + 0. 
We denote these limits J,“X#(%) dE(A) andfind that 
(a) (SF X(A) dE(i))* = fr X(A)* dE(A), 
(b) j,“(X(A) + Y(A)) dE(A) = j? X(A) dE(A) + j; Y(l) dE(E,), 
(c) j:W) Y(A) WA) = (jo”x(4 dW))(j,” Y(i) dE(Jb)), 
where A + Y(A) is another postvisible process sati?fying (i) and (ii). 
ProoJ We follow the procedure of Theorem 3.1 of [4]. First fix b E R +. 
We show that for arbitrary x E H, the limit 
lim 1 X#(Aj)(E(Aj) - E(A,, ,))x 
A I 
(5.2) 
exists. 
By (i), given E>O we can choose 6>0 such that (A-p] <6+ 
I~X(A)-X(~)II<E. Let A={O=&<A,< ... <&=b} and M= 
(O=po<p, < ... </l m = 6) be two partitions of [0, b] for which 
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maxj(~j-~j-l),max,(~k-~k~l)<Bandlet {O=v,<v,< ... <v,=6) be 
their union. For I = l,..., r let Aj, and pk, be the smallest elements of A and 
M, respectively, not exceeded by vI so that lAj,- & < 6, hence 
II 
Cx#(~,,)(E(;1j)-E(~,-.,))X-CX#(~k)(E(llk)-E(~k~I))X 2 
J k 
= T (X”(~j,z,,)-x”(~k,))(E(v,)-E(v, I))x 
II ~1 
’ 
= 
Ii 
1 (E(v,) - E(v,- 1 ))(x”(Aj,)-x#(Pkf))X )* 
=c:(E(v,)-E(v,. ,))(x#(;l,,)-x#(Ilk,))xI12 
Hence the limits (5.2) exists. We denote them by x,” and show that 
lim b _ o. xf exist. 
Let b’ > b. We approximate x$ using partitions of which b is an element, 
whence xz - xz = lim, cj X”(Aj)(E(Aj) - E(A,- ,)) where the limit is over 
all partitions 
?I’= {b=&<A, < *.. <l.,=b’} of [b, b’] 
as maxj(AI - Aj- 1) -+ 0. 
We note that by (ii) there exists B > 0 such that IlX(A)ll < B for all 
,IE Rf whence IlX”(A)(l d B for all AE lR+. Now 
II II 
2 
IlX$-Xh”l12=1~~ Cx”(~j,)(E(~ji)-E(‘i~,))X 
G’!p C ilx’tLj)/2 II(E(nj)-E(~,~,))Xl12 
<B’li~~ ll(E(~j)-E(~j~,))Xll* ‘/ i 
=B2hm ~(E(;~,)-E(A,+,))x 
II R 
=B2,1(E(b’;-E(b))X12 
II 
2 
which converges to zero as b’, b + co. 
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Thus lim, _ m 1: exist and so the limits 
s O” X”(A) dE(I) = ,‘irnm liy 1 X"(~j)(E(~j)-E(Aj- I)) 0 i 
exist. 
(a) and (b) follow, via the limiting process, from the observations 
=C (E(Jbj)-E(Aj- I)) x*(',j) 
since E( Aj), E( Ai - I ) E N;,,,, + 
To show (c), for arbitrary x, x’ E H, we have 
= lim lim 
b-cc n 
C X(Aj) Y(3L,)(E(A,) - E(Aj- ,)) 1, x’ 
i > 
= )irn% liy 
i 
C x(nj)(E(nj) - E(Aj 1)) y(Aj) X2 X’ 
.i > 
i 1 C X(Lj)(E(A,)- E(& ])) 
\j k 
x (Ehk) - E(Pk I)) Y(Pk) x9 x’ > 
=(j’;;x(*W-~4jo~ Y( )dE(~)x,x’ 
0 > 
by (a) whence the result follows. 1 
For the fermion Brownian motion process t -+ (A,, At) on (B(H), Ok), 
we define 
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THEOREM 5.2. (i) For each t E R+, the spectral operators 
A T(f) = jrn A,(l) ai), 
0 
At,(r) = jm A,t(%) dE(%) 
0 
exist as strong limits in B(H) and are mutualIvy adjoint. 
(ii) For each s, t E KY+, 
b&(t), A.(s)) =o 
{A.(t), At,(s)} =s A t I. 
(ii) For s d t, 
Proof: 
0) lIAt(~)lI* =Ila(X[i,r+i) )II’
= llX[i.t+i)ll* 
=.I 
1x 
Xcj.,r+j.,(T)dT 
0 
= ds = t 
whence the map A + A,(A) is of uniform bound t”*. 
Furthermore, for A, p E [w +, p d A 
II‘4(+Ma12= ll~~X~r,r+;.,~-~~~~r,t+r,~l12 
= Il4x C~+p,r+n,N2 
= IIX [r+btJ+i,ll* 
=%-p-+0 as ~-+;1 
so the maps A-+ A,(A) are continuous in the norm topology on B(H), 
whence the result follows by Theorem 5.1. 
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(ii) 
V.(t), A:(s)) 
=A.(t)At,(s)+At,(s)A,(t) 
by Theorem 5.1 (c) 
= s O” {A,(A), A. 4} dE(A) by Theorem 5.1(b) 0 
=Jm (XCa+i)3 xrA,.,+j.)) dE(i) by the C.A.R. relations 
0 
= 
X[i,r+l)tT) X[L+1) (7) df)( jam dW) 
=1 
(VA /)+A 
dr.I=sr\ tl. 
i 
The other relation follows similarly. 
(iii) follows immediately by Theorem 5.1 (b). i 
Now let d, = [a,, b,) ,..., A,, = [a,, h,) be finite disjoint subintervals of 
lR+ and write 
a T,A,= tb,- aj)p"2(AT(hj)- AT). 
Using Theorem 5.2 it is easy to compute that the family of pairs 
{(a,,,, a$,,,); 1 d j<n> satisfies the commutation relations 
{a T,A,, Q.&j = 0 
faT,~,7 aG,~kJ = s,k I. 
We denote by C’(n) the polynomial * -subalgebra with identity of B(H) 
which they generate. To the state wti on C’(n), we may associate the 
characteristic element f&j E G(n) given by 
fG)=(lGOq,)exp -~(zj$a&,A,+~j8aT,A, 
( 0. 
(5.3) 
i 
Let J= {j ,,..., j,} and K= {k ,,..., k,} be finite subsets of (l,..., H} and 
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write P(T,l,m)=a~,,,,..‘at,. aT,A,_“‘aT,&, and p(n,l,m)=U:A ... 
‘?A,, al,Akm ’ ’ ’ al,Ak, where 
’ II ’ I, 
al,A,=(b;-ai)~“2a(~~~,+i,b,+l)) for ~EJuK 
then by repeated application of Theorem S.l(iii) to the resul 
Theorem 5.2(iii) we obtain 
t of 
(5.4) 
Upon expanding the exponential in (5.3) and applying (5.4) we find that 
where the right-hand side of (5.5) is understood by using the convention 
that the operation of spectral integration commutes with all elements of 
G(n). 
6. THE STRONG MARKOV PROPERTY 
By analogy with [4], we define the post-T algebra N,, to be the Wf- 
algebra generated by {A T(t), A;(t); t E IR} and the pre-T algebra N,, to be 
the set of operators SE N for which 
SE(L) = E(l) SE N,, 
for each AE [Wt. NT, is clearly a Wz-algebra. (In both NT, and N,, the 
*-automorphism is that obtained by restriction of conjugation by the 
parity operator in B(H).) 
The following result is the strong Markov property for fermion Brow- 
nian motion. 
THEOREM 6.1. The W,*-algebras NT, and N,, are independent and 
t + (A.(t), A$.( t)) is a fermion Brownian motion process of mean zero and 
variance o2 on (B(H), coti). 
Proof: We adapt the argument of Theorem 5.1 of [4] to our needs. 
Let h>O and {O=A,<I,< ... <II, = b} be an arbitrary partition of 
[0, b]. Let SE N,, be of fixed definite parity and A+ X(A) be a postvisible 
process of fixed parity in N satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1 then 
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= ( _ 1 )&sbw 
C x(nj) S(E(Aj,) - E(ij- I )I 
where 6(X), 6(S) are 0 or 1 when X(A), S are of even or odd parity, respec- 
tively. Hence, on passage to the limit as maxj(A, - ;1,- ,) --t 0 and as b -+ cc 
we obtain 
S jam X(%) dE(3,) = (- l)s’“‘“‘X’ (j” X(A) dE(A))S 
0 
whence we deduce that N,, E N$P. 
We now remove the restriction that S and the process X(A) be of definite 
parity. Using (4.3) we obtain 
(Sx X(Jb,)(E(AjZi)-E(ij I))$, $) 
i 
= SC (E(Aj)-E(Aj-,)) J’(Aj)rcI, II, 
i 
which yields upon passage to the limit 
ii S ,z x(J-1 dE(A)$, $  = jox” (X(A)+, II/> d(SE(L)ICI, II/>. (6.1) 
We introduce the element WT~ C’(n) % G(n) given by 
WT= “;exp 
j ( 
- i (Zj g$ a&, + z, s Q) dE(%). 
0 i= I ) 
Now for arbitrary SE N,,, (6.1) yields 
(SWT$/, rc/ > 
1 n 
*cr2 =exp -- 
( 
2 CT= 1 FjZj &SE(~M, * > 
j=l >j 0 
(6.2) 
by axiom (iii) for fermion Brownian motion and (2.10). 
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We now show that t + (A.(t), A;(t)) is a fermion Brownian motion 
process on (B(H), oti) by direct verification of axioms, as follows: 
(i) is proved in Theorem 5.l(ii). 
(ii) is trivial. 
(iii) follows by comparison of (5.5) and (6.2) where in the latter we 
take S= I. 
Finally, to show that N,, and N,, are independent we see that (6.2) is 
equivalent to the identity 
and the result may now be proved by adapting the argument of 
Theorem 3.1. 1 
We stress that {(A T(t)r A>(t); t E rW+ } should be interpreted as “the 
process beginning at the random time T” not as “the process stopped by 
T.” 
I wish to thank L. Accardi and K. R. Parthasarathy for assistence in con- 
structing the following example of a Markov time for fermion Brownian 
motion. 
Let {O=S,<S,< ... < S, = S, NE FV } be a partition of [0, S] c iw + 
and let (P,; 0 < j < N} be the family of operators in B(H) defined by 
P,=O 
p-= ~+(X~s,-,.s,,) 4XCS ,..I,. 7,)) 
I sj-s,-, ’ 
l<jjN. 
Clearly each Pi E NT,,, + . It is easily deduced from the C.A.R. relations that 
each Pi is a prolection and that [P,, Pk] = 0 for 1 6 j, k < N. Let 
(Q,; 1 <j< N+ 1) be defined by 
Q, =P, 
Qi=P, v ‘.. v P,-P, v ... v P,m, (2dj6N) 
Q &.+1==I- v Pi 
I</<N 
then it is easily verified that 
N+I 
T = c S, _ , Qj is a Markov time. 
;=I 
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